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Lady Be Good
Recovery in 1959 of B-24 Bomber crew lost in Libyan Desert in 1943

Story of the 1959-60 search for and recovery of crew members of the B-24 Bomber Lady Be Good. This
aircraft was discovered in the Libyan Desert 16 years after it lost its way back from a World War II mission
to bomb Naples, Italy on 4 April 1943. The plane was found in 1959 by an oil exploration team, miraculously
preserved by the desert environment. The next year the bodies of eight of the nine crew members were
recovered by Quartermaster Graves Registration personnel.
The U.S. Army Quartermaster Museum at Fort Lee, Virginia maintains a display of items recovered during
this operation in its Mortuary Affairs Gallery.

Dedication
This page is dedicated to the crew of the Lady Be Good,
514th Squadron, 376th Bomb Group, 9th Air Force:
1st Lieutenant William J. Hatton, Pilot Whitestone, New York
2d Lieutenant Robert F. Toner, Copilot North Attelboro, Massachusetts
2d Lieutenant Dp Hays, Navigator Lee's Summit Missouri
2d Lieutenant John S. Woravka, Bombardier Cleveland, Ohio
Technical Sergeant Harold J. Ripslinger, Flight Engineer Saginaw, Michigan
Technical Sergeant Robert E. LaMotte, Radio Operator Lake Linden, Michigan
Staff Sergeant Guy E. Shelley, Gunner/Asst Flight Engineer New Cumberland, Pennsylvania
Staff Sergeant Vernon L. Moore, Gunner/Asst Radio Operator New Boston, Ohio
Staff Sergeant Samuel R. Adams, Gunner Eureka, Illinois

World War II - 4 April 1943
It was after noon on 4 April 1943 the B-24D bomber Lady Be Good departed Soluch airstrip on the coast of Libya,
with her crew of nine on their first combat mission. This was a high altitude bombing run on the port at Naples,
Italy. Lady Be Good turned back 30 minutes before the target either due to poor visibility or engine problems caused
by sand at the takeoff site.
The aircraft was flying above cloud cover and at night. There are several theories as to how the aircraft became lost.
Strong tail winds, navigational errors and a lack of visibility of the ground being the most probable. The official
Graves Registration Report of Investigation states:
"The aircraft flew on a 150 degree course toward Benina Airfield (Libya). The craft radioed for a
directional reading from the HF/DF (high frequency/direction finding) station at Benina and received a
reading of 330 degrees from Benina. The actions of the pilot in flying 440 miles into the desert,
however, indicate the navigator probably took a reciprocal reading off the back of the radio directional
loop antenna from a position beyond and south of Benina but 'on course'. The pilot few into the desert,
thinking he was still over the Mediterranean and on his way to Benina."
The Lady Be Good was the only aircraft that did not return from that mission. Air-Sea Rescue conducted an
extensive search, concentrating on the sea. No evidence of the crew or aircraft were found.

Photo of aircraft taking off on 4 April 1943 mission to Naples, Italy.

Crash Site Discovery - 1958
Fifteen years later in May 1958 the Lady Be Good was spotted during
an aerial survey by a British oil exploration team from the D'Arcy Oil
Company (later to become part of British Petroleum). In March 1959
a D'Arcy ground geological team visited the aircraft. The aircraft was
located on a featureless gravel plain in the Libyan Desert near the
edge of Sand Sea of Calanscio. This was approximately 440 miles
south of Soluch, Libya.
The Lady Be Good had skidded almost 700 yards, the stress of the
crash breaking the body of the aircraft just behind the main wings.
The propellers on engines 1, 2, and 3 had been feathered and not
under power when the plane crashed. The aircraft was intact despite
the crash landing and was in an excellent state of preservation. An
example of this was that the recovery crew was able to fire one of the
bomber's 50 caliber machine-guns simply by pulling the trigger. A
radio was removed from the Lady Be Good and installed in a C-47 cargo plane involved in the operation. The C-47s
radio had failed on the flight to the crash site, the replacement radio worked perfectly.
The rear escape hatch and the bomb bay doors of the aircraft were open and no parachutes or "Mae West" life
preservers were found on the bomber. It was assumed that the crew had parachuted shortly before the crash.

Lady Be Good wreckage as seen from the air.

Ground Search for Crew - 1959
Upon return from visiting the Lady be Good in March 1959, D'Arcy surveyor Gordon Bowerman wrote his friend
Lieutenant Colonel Walter B. Kolbus, commander of Wheelus Air Base, Libya about the discovery of the bomber.
Mr. Bowerman's letter contained information from the plane's maintenance inspection records and crew names found
on clothing and equipment in the aircraft. This contact resulted in notification of the U.S. Army Quartermaster
Mortuary System in Frankfurt, Germany which was responsible for identification and recovery of deceased military
personnel.
In May 1959, a small investigation team consisting of Captain Myron C. Fuller and a civilian anthropologist Mr.
Wesley A. Neep, from the Quartermaster Mortuary in Frankfurt, Germany were sent to Libya to search for the
remains of the crewmen. This team conducted an extensive ground search and ground controlled air search near the
crash site from May to August 1959. This effort was assisted by Air Force personnel from Wheelus Air Force Base
near Tripoli, Libya and a civilian contractor which provided ground transportation and local labor.
During the search, items of equipment and several improvised arrowhead markers were found on an old trail leading
northwest. The first items found were a pair of rubber flight boots with fleece lining which had the toes pointed in an
arrow facing north. These were found 19 miles north of the crash site near the the vehicle tracks left by a WWII
convoy. The arrowhead markers were made from parachutes weighed down with stones, presumably to mark the
crew's trail in an attempt to lead Air-Sea Rescue to their location. Not far north of the last parachute found were the
shifting sands of the vast sand sea of Calanscio. Despite months of searching no remains were found. In the words of
the search team leaders, "The search was abandoned when equipment began to deteriorate and fail and the
probability of the airmen being completely covered by shifting sand made the dangers of further search impractical."

Parachute found during search for crew members.

Five Crewmembers Found - 1960
On 11 February 1960 the remains of five crew members were found on a plateau inside the sand sea by British
Petroleum employees searching for oil. The five remains were closely grouped in an area littered with canteens,
flashlights, pieces of parachutes, flight jackets, and other readily identifiable bits of equipment and personal effect.
A diary belonging to Lieutenant Robert Toner was found among the effects. His short poignant diary entries for the
eight days from 5 to 12 April 1943, told a remarkable story of the airmen's courage and superhuman efforts to
survive. It established the fact that the crew bailed out at 2:00 A.M. on 5 April 1943; that Lieutenant John S.
Woravka, the bombardier, failed to join the main team after bailout; that eight of the crew members trekked 85 miles
north to the point at which the remains were found; and that Sergeants Shelley, Moore and Ripslinger continued on in
search of help while Lieutenants Hatton, Toner, Hays and Sergeants Adams and LaMotte waited, too exhausted to
continue. The eight men had only half a canteen of water among them during their crossing of a desert which reached
130 degrees Fahrenheit at midday. Desert survival experts had predicted before the remains were found that the
airmen could only have moved 25 or 30 miles on foot.
Captain Fuller and his team members returned to Libya a few days after the discovery and the five crewmembers and
their personal effects were collected and flown to the Army Quartermaster Mortuary at Frankfurt, Germany, for
processing to establish positive identification.

Items abandoned by crew members on their walk
north.

Recovery team members with survival map and other
items found in the desert.

Recovered crew members in "remains pouches" reverently covered by U.S. Flags

Final Search for Crew "Operation Climax"- 1960
After the discovery of the five airmen and the accompanying media interest, a final,
more extensive, search and recovery operation was launched. This effort had a 19
member search party with six vehicles and two light helicopters to search for the four
remaining crewmembers. Accompanying the search party was a 4 member Army
Public Information Group to take still photographs and motion pictures. This was a
joint Army/Air Force partnership operation..
Air Force RF-101 reconnaissance fighters few high altitude photo missions of the
search areas to assist in the search effort. The search party and their equipment were
flown into the desert on an Air Force C-130 cargo plane. An extensive groundcontrolled air search was conducted.
On 12 May 1960, a British Petroleum Company work party in the area discovered
Staff Sergeant Guy E. Shelley 21 miles northwest of the location of the first five
crewmembers.
On 17 May, one the the helicopters conducting an air sweep spotted the remains
of Technical Sergeant Harold J. Ripslinger on the eastern slope of a high dune. He
had been located an additional 26 miles north of Sergeant Shelley. The area was characterized by a labyrinth of 600
foot sand dunes.
Operation Climax ended in late May 1960 after additional unsuccessful searches for the remaining two airmen.
In August 1960 another British Petroleum team discovered remains of Lieutenant John S. Woravka who had failed to
link up with the other eight. His remains were found about 12 miles north north-east of Lady Be Good. He was still
in his full high altitude flying suit with parachute attached. It appears that his parachute failed to open properly and
he perished at his landing site. The Air Force dispatched a team that recovered the airman without Army assistance.
Air Force personnel sent to recover Lieutenant Woravka found discarded parachute harnesses and high altitude flight
clothing marking the bail out site for the remaining crew less than half a mile southwest of Woravka.
Unfortunately, one crew member, Staff Sergeant V.L. Moore was not found. At the end of this massive search
operation, search teams had covered an area of approximately 6,300 square miles.

Epilogue
The discovery of the Lady Be Good and her crewmembers' valiant
efforts to survive the Libyan desert received world wide media
coverage. Life magazine published an article on the Lady Be Good
in their March 7, 1960 issue. At least two books and numerous
newspaper and magazine articles have been devoted to this subject.
Various items from the Lady Be Good went to the Air Force
Museum, Air Force Academy and the Army Quartermaster Museum.
Souvenirs were also removed from the aircraft by search party
members and various oil exploration teams passing though the area.
In April 1968 a Royal Air Force Desert Rescue Team visited the crash site and recovered 21 items, including an
engine, for study by McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft Corporation. This was in part partly prompted by the desire to
understand the possible effects of long term storage on intercontinental ballistic missiles. The engine and many of
the other components were later donated to the Air Force Museum.
By the early-1970s the Lady Be Good had been stripped down to the frame by oil exploration teams and various
souvenir hunters. What remains of the aircraft was removed from the desert in August 1994 by the Libyan
government, under the direction of Dr. Fadel Ali Mohamed, Controller of Antiquities, Cyrene, for safekeeping at a
military barracks in Tobruk.
Wheelus Air Force Base, Libya, which supported search and recovery operations, dedicated a beautiful stained glass
window at their chapel to the Lady Be Good crew. Funds for the design and manufacture of the window were
donated by USAF personnel of the 7272nd Air Base Wing stationed at Wheelus AFB. The window, designed by
German artist, Peter Hess, was unveiled in January 1961. With the closure of Wheelus AFB in 1971 the window was
sent to the U.S. Air Force Museum at Wright Patterson, Air Force Base, Ohio. A photo of this impressive window
may be seen on the AF Museum's website: The Lady Be Good Stained Glass Window

Lady Be Good Exhibit - Army Quartermaster Museum
In April and November 1960, the Army Quartermaster Museum at Fort Lee, Virginia
received a number of U.S. Government issue items of uniform and equipment found
on or in the vicinity of crew members by Quartermaster Graves Registration
personnel during search efforts. These items include bits of parachute, a flight jacket,
shoes, belts, caps, flashlight, batteries, two watches, a canteen, a survival map, life
vest and part of a survival kit containing eight squares of carmel. Many of these
items are on display in the museum's Mortuary Affairs exhibit dedicated to the Lady
Be Good.
In 1968 the museum loaned several of the items to the McDonnell Douglas
Corporation for analysis of the desert's effect on these items. The flashlight and "Mae West' life vest showed
evidence of erosive effect from blowing sand. The Army issue Elgin A-11 wrist watch still ran and was accurate to
within 10 seconds per day. The survival map, which was British issue, was tested for fading and shrinkage.
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